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Abstract: The scope of the Internet of Things (IoT) applications varies
from strategic applications, such as smart grids, smart transportation, smart
security, and smart healthcare, to industrial applications such as smart manu-
facturing, smart logistics, smart banking, and smart insurance. In the advance-
ment of the IoT, connected devices become smart and intelligent with the
help of sensors and actuators. However, issues and challenges need to be
addressed regarding the data reliability and protection for signi�cant next-
generation IoT applications like smart healthcare. For these next-generation
applications, there is a requirement for far-reaching privacy and security in
the IoT. Recently, blockchain systems have emerged as a key technology that
changes the way we exchange data. This emerging technology has revealed
encouraging implementation scenarios, such as secured digital currencies. As
a technical advancement, the blockchain network has the high possibility
of transforming various industries, and the next-generation healthcare IoT
(HIoT) can be one of those applications. There have been several studies on
the integration of blockchain networks and IoT. However, blockchain-as-a-
utility (BaaU) for privacy and security in HIoT systems requires a systematic
framework. This paper reviews blockchain networks and proposes BaaU as
one of the enablers. The proposed BaaU-based framework for trustworthiness
in the next-generation HIoT systems is divided into two scenarios. The �rst
scenario suggests that a healthcare service provider integrates IoT sensors such
as body sensors to receive and transmit information to a blockchain network
on the IoT devices. The second proposed scenario recommends implement-
ing smart contracts, such as Ethereum, to automate and control the trusted
devices’ subscription in the HIoT services.
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1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) has widely evolved and undergone rapid advancements, leading
to several complex applications, for example, smart cities, smart industries, and smart healthcare.
It is expected that more than 30 million smart devices will be part of the IoT by 2020 [1].
The blend of billions of connected devices equipped with sensors and actuators improves the
user’s quality of experience (QoE). The IoT is expected to contribute more than USD 7 trillion
to the world economy by 2020 [1]. Although the IoT improves users’ QoE, it faces various
privacy and security challenges because of the numerous connected smart devices utilizing existing
wireless communication technologies. For example, Wi-Fi, ZigBee, and Bluetooth [2], particularly
for security-related applications, such as healthcare IoT (HIoT). Fig. 1 shows a typical HIoT
architecture, where the information created in a healthcare framework by different sensors goes to
the handling layer with varying communication assistance technologies. The privacy and security
issues to such a piece of information are known to the researchers. However, they are either
ignored or observed as a reconsideration. It is signi�cant for the HIoT to improve its operational
structure from an expensive, unreliable, and centralized design to an intelligent, more reliable, and
decentralized framework [3]. Such a decentralized model guarantees reduced network deployment
costs, network scalability, system self-suf�ciency, protection and privacy in a trustless setting,
user-level safety, and most signi�cantly, a network attack control infrastructure.

Figure 1: A typical layered architecture of an IoT-based healthcare system

Today, the information is easily trusted from industrial and government institutions, such as
hospitals and healthcare centers, without guaranteeing that the data has not been manipulated or
falsi�ed by the attackers. It usually happens if data security systems are centralized. The attackers
exploit data as per their advantages, bringing a threat to sensor device reliability. Consequently,
privacy and security frameworks are essential to ensure that the data have never been altered.
One of the potential arrangements in the HIoT to bring trust is to execute a distributed model,
where all the participating healthcare devices trust and assure that the data stays unchanged.
For instance, if all the healthcare devices have the data and demonstrate to one another that
the data have not been altered, it is conceivable to accomplish trustworthiness and security. For
this reason, blockchain systems are now being considered by researchers as one of the potential
frameworks [4–9] to acknowledge the required decentralized trustworthiness in the IoT.

Recently, blockchain technology arose as a decentralized, trustless veri�cation system for
monetary exchanges of Bitcoin cryptographic money (digital currency). The cryptographic security
advantages of blockchain inspire researchers to utilize IoT systems to address privacy and security
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issues, such as pseudonymous identities (PIDs), decentralization, variation to non-critical failure,
the openness of the transactions, and access [6]. Thus, blockchain as a distributed setup and
alteration-free system can handle security issues, fundamentally in the HIoT [10] for information
privacy and reliability. Usually, the HIoT structures are distributed, and the decentralized peer-
to-peer (P2P) condition of the blockchain network is in a perfect form for the HIoT systems.
The comprehensive record-keeping blockchain systems keep track of the transactions (TXs) in
the HIoT network among numerous devices in a decentralized way. It leads to an agile system
setup and lessens the risks of single point network failure. In a few of the related research
works [11,12], the researchers propose solutions for specially selected vehicular ad hoc networks
(VANETs). The blockchain network also holds TXs in a certain inconclusive way to ensure
validity. Speci�cally, the receiving user’s signature in TXs guarantees the legitimacy and non-
repudiation of the TXs. This hashed chain structure of a blockchain network insists the data
integrity. Consensus mechanisms in a blockchain system ensure the integrity and precision of the
hashed chain.

Additionally, consensus contracts tolerate attacks and failures in the network. For instance,
as detailed in [13], the proof-of-work (PoW) consensus protocol suffers attacks from twelve hash
power attackers, and a similar situation occurs from thirteen attackers using a practical Byzantine
fault tolerance (PBFT) consensus protocol. These issues are serious for the HIoT applications,
where the heterogeneous kind of sensor devices with heterogeneous system situations produce the
diverse type of IoT information.

Table 1: List of abbreviations and acronyms used in this paper

Abbreviations De�nition

BaaU Blockchain-as-a-utility
PBFT Functional Byzantine fault tolerance
IoT Internet of things
HIoT Healthcare IoT
PID Pseudonymous identity
P2P Peer-to-peer
PoW Proof of work
PoS Proof of service
LPoS Leased proof of stake
PoB Proof of burn
PBFT Practical Byzantine fault tolerance
QoE Quality of experience
SC Smart contract
TX Transaction
VANET Vehicular ad hoc network

Furthermore, because of its capacity to utilize alterable open keys as client PIDs to shield
privacy and security [14], a blockchain network has a high degree of encryption. Therefore, a
blockchain network can be linked to the IoT applications and services, especially those requiring
reliable communication [15], such as the HIoT applications. However, current blockchain systems
have constraints on �exibility, TX af�rmation, higher capacity prerequisites, high power con-
sumption, and computational requirements, and, most essentially, security leakage because of the
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trustless supporting structure. These barriers mean a comprehensive challenge of the blockchain
network before being utilized for a trustworthy HIoT in a protected and effective manner.

Similarly, to encourage the selection of blockchain systems for reliable HIoT networks, a
signi�cantly out-of-the-way investigation is expected to explore how current blockchain systems
can be utilized as a reliability tool for the HIoT. Moreover, the dif�culties confronted by HIoT
applications are exploiting the blockchain system’s privacy and security issues. This paper outlines
a precise overview of the blockchain network technology to solve threats to HIoT privacy and
security necessities. We propose the use of two of the blockchain innovations in detail; smart
contracts (SCs) and the consensus mechanisms, to assess a viable blockchain-as-a-Utility (BaaU)
framework for security assurance in the HIoT systems. We propose using the BaaU framework
in cloud network administration and correspondence layers to meet the numerous security needs
of the HIoT systems, for example, validation of the healthcare devices, support, authorization,
data assurance, and low latency in critical data transmission. Tab. 1 lists all the abbreviations and
acronyms used in the paper.

2 An Overview of Blockchain

2.1 Blockchain: A De�nition
The trustworthiness in the distributed data frameworks is critical because of the absence of

con�rmation mechanisms, mainly on account of sensitive information, for example, the utilization
of digital currencies in direct money TXs. Nakamoto [16] presented Bitcoin as a virtual digital
currency that works in a decentralized way without any centralized server. Bitcoin stores money
TXs securely in a decentralized P2P system of veri�able nodes (known as actors). In addition to
Bitcoin, Nakamoto sets forth the idea of blockchain, the adoption of which gained signi�cantly
more popular than the cryptographic digital currency. The blockchain checks currency-related
TXs performed by untrustworthy actors. The blockchain network is distributed in its nature,
everlasting, open, steady, and auditable. The genuine signi�cance is that a client can transparently
look at the entirety of the system’s previous exchanges. Similarly, every activity of the frameworks
can be veri�ed at any time and can be approved by any actor.

2.2 Structure of a Blockchain
A basic blockchain structure can be divided into three layers: A fundamental P2P working

layer, an overall ledger layer, and various application layers, as shown in Fig. 2. The essential
�rst layer of P2P connected devices ensures unconstrained contact among the geographically
distributed actors. Although such actors are physically distributed devices, the application of the
actors has proportional privileges. Such devices engage in the routing measure by �nding and
keeping up the associations between neighboring devices, thus inducing and af�rming the network
TXs. As such, devices in the framework synchronize the blockchain’s information blocks (data
structure), which are the characteristics of a distributed blockchain network.

The data structure in a blockchain network enlists information on TXs performed at a given
time. Every block within a blockchain is referenced by the previous block’s header hash, as shown
in Fig. 3. The framework’s peers include the functionalities of routing, limit, wallet association,
and TX mining to facilitate the blockchain system [17]. The devices are placed into four categories
based on these functionalities: Core devices, maximum functionality devices, private minor devices,
and light wallet devices. The entire blockchain’s replication and lighter devices form a portion
of the connected devices’ chain. The security keys are kept in the wallet allowing devices to
perform network TXs, for instance, managing Bitcoins. Finally, authorizing the PoW agreement
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to include new blocks is the mining feature of a device. The miners are the devices that execute
these functionalities through mining. The miners gather recently created Bitcoins and are provided
with digital currency as a compensation fee for their services. The PoW is the core of a trustless
consensus technique in a blockchain network, which comprises a computationally rigorous task
that is very complicated for new blocks to solve. The miners in a blockchain network �nish the
PoW to distribute a new block; at that point, the remaining devices in the network af�rm its
legitimacy before adding to the chain; due to different miners’ simultaneous association with the
chain of the blocks, blockchain forks into various branches. The miners include the lengthiest
legal extension of blocks to determine this circumstance. These steps bring about an advanced,
distributed calculation of trustless consensus. In that case, a malicious attacker must get hold of
at least 51% of the framework’s computational resources. Thus, corrupting blocks in a blockchain
is nearly impossible.

Figure 2: A conventional layered architecture of the blockchain network

The SC is a technological advancement in the form of a digital protocol presented by the
blockchain, which permits the programmed implementation of a contract based on prede�ned
conditions. An SC decides the reason for the execution of an exchange with the digital currency
substitute. A typical SC indicates limits and necessities outside digital currency exchange, such as
acknowledging bene�ts in a speci�c extent of interactions with non-monetary segments, making
it an ideal part for a blockchain advancement in different research areas. Ethereum [18] was one
of the �rst blockchain networks to implement SCs.

2.3 Types of a Blockchain Network
The blockchain networks are partitioned into two groups; permissioned blockchain net-

works or permissionless blockchain networks. There are numerous kinds of blockchain networks
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dependent on such de�nitions, for example, public, private, hybrid, and consortium blockchain
networks. Tab. 2 shows the critical difference between different types of blockchains. A blockchain
network can be characterized as permissioned or permission-less based on the limitations to
connect new blocks of TXs. A permission-less blockchain network includes new blocks of TXs by
any of the users; however, only authorized devices can deal with TXs in a permissioned blockchain
network [19].

Figure 3: Connected blocks in a typical blockchain network

Table 2: Comparison between permissioned and permission-less blockchain networks

Permissioned Permission-less

Requires permission before participation Does not require permission before participation
Participants are already known Participants are unknown
A limited number of participants Unlimited number of participants
Data security Less data privacy
Instant consensus inevitability Week consensus inevitability
High transaction throughput Low transaction throughput
Less scalable Highly scalable
Vulnerability for participant collusion Vulnerable to 51% attack

2.3.1 Public Blockchain
A public blockchain network exists in the permission-less blockchain category, which gives free

and open access to the digital ledger from any device in the system [20]. The mining of new blocks
is often focused on the ultimate rewards to incentivize the miners. In a public blockchain network,
the correspondence between the devices takes more time to add the TXs. System transparency
is protected by making all TXs accessible to shared devices. Thus, user information security
concerns and issues are rising in such a blockchain network. Since there is a weak TX certainty,
there is a low TX throughput in the public blockchain, generally determined in transactions per
second (TPS). A few examples of public blockchains include Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin [21], and
Lisk [22].
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2.3.2 Private Blockchain
A typical private blockchain is an approved ledger with a limited number of known miners.

This type of blockchain has restricted handling of TXs for the prede�ned miners. Moreover,
miners have access to their directly connected TXs [19]. One example of a private blockchain,
Hyperledger-Fabric [23], ensures the secrecy of TXs utilizing multiple private channels. Such pri-
vate channels are called restricted communication methods that one-of-a-kind miners use to secure
TX protection and con�dentiality. The private blockchains are unquestionably looser as compared
to the public blockchains. Since private blockchains have a low quantity of approved miners,
they are faster than public blockchains and have a higher throughput [20]. However, some private
blockchains utilizing Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT) consensus experience low versatility issues
due to the limited number of validators. Zheng et al. [10] depict that the partially incorporated
TX blocks can be altered in a private blockchain. Examples of private blockchain models include
Hyperledger, Multichain [24], and Quorum [25].

2.3.3 Hybrid/Consortium Blockchain
A hybrid blockchain network is a partially decentralized blockchain that balances between a

private and a public blockchain [18]. In this type of blockchain network, the consensus technique
is overseen by a portion of the pre-chosen devices. For instance, in the Hyperledger blockchain,
miners maintain a mining device in the blockchain network. Approval of a block in the Hyper-
ledger includes signing in from at least seven devices. In this situation, the explicit network devices
may have free perusal access to the blockchain or maybe restricted otherwise [19]. Subsequently,
this form of the blockchain network is called partially decentralized. In any case, a consortium
blockchain is relatively easy to tamper with [10] because of reduced decentralization.

3 Major Blockchain Technologies

In this section, we �rst present a recently rising blockchain network innovation, that is,
the SC, that performs random measurements rather than moving digital money. At the end
of the section, we explain the consensus mechanism’s primary mechanism to utilize a trustless
blockchain network.

3.1 Smart Contract
An SC is a determination to set out the terms and conditions for an agreement’s digital

TXs. It presents contractual provisions in the structure. In the beginning, the idea of an SC was
considered unviable. However, the blockchain included SC as one of its critical features after
the realization of its strengths. As a part of the blockchain network, the SC has signi�cant
commitments and moved blockchain to its next generation, known as Blockchain 2.0. These
automatically executed contracts promise to change the way current TXs work in a decentralized
environment. Fig. 4 illustrates SC’s workings in a standard blockchain network between a buyer
and a seller. The SC code exists in the blockchain, and a speci�c ID (address) has been estab-
lished. The users use an SC address to request their transactions. The blockchain’s trust process
governs the contract (see the next section for further details). The implementation of the SCs in a
blockchain provides advantages, including openness, lowered costs, smoother transaction delivery,
consistency, and experience. It supports the association of numerous imaginative advancements
over an assortment of research areas of this study. Bitcoin utilizes a primary scripting language;
thus, it is not essential to embrace the SC framework. It prompts the usage of next generation
blockchain networks where SC innovation is being applied, for example, Ethereum. The users
view Ethereum as one of the most dependable SC blockchain networks. It contains an advanced
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Turing-machine programming language that determines SCs and the delivered resources. The SCs
access information about various states and activities utilizing the oracles. These artifacts are
essential to the signi�cant consolidation of the SCs. However, they bear additional complexity due
to the certainty provisioning in the oracles [26]. The SCs are yet helpless against many network
attacks, such as [27] explains the fascinating new dif�culties and issues faced by the SCs. Another
problem with the SC is the resultant concern when vulnerabilities are found in the agreement code
since it is irreparable and unchangeable. The real-world agreements typically incorporate terms and
conditions that are not recent. Subsequently, an SC requires a great deal of exertion in checking
the agreements’ details, intending to perceive and measure execution by a network framework [28].

Figure 4: The working of the smart contracts in a blockchain network

3.2 Consensus Mechanism
The consensus mechanism is one of the fundamental parts of the blockchain network and

is liable for blockchain information [29]. The consensus mechanism’s essential motivation is to
apply the SC rules in a decentralized, trustless network. Various blockchain networks utilize
a few authentication strategies, including proof of work (PoW), proof of service (PoS), leased
proof of stake (LPoS), proof of burn (PoB), and Practical Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT).
In the following subsections, we outline some noticeable consensus mechanisms, also summarized
in Fig. 5.

3.2.1 Proof of Work (PoW)
Initially, PoW was the essential consensus mechanism for Bitcoin, which expects miners to

comprehend a computationally expensive challenge that is simple to verify before adding a new
block. The arrangement of these undertakings is written in a PoW consensus protocol before
comparing blockchain with any node. Later, the nodes con�rm and associate this recently added
block with the blockchain over the network [30]. The technique for including new blocks happens
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simultaneously in numerous parts of the network, resulting in a hierarchical structure in the chain.
Accordingly, the blockchain network frequently incorporates a few separate divisions simultane-
ously. Before embedding another node in the network, each peer in the network checks this branch
as the longest part of the blockchain, which should be legitimate. The main issue with such a
consensus mechanism is that it requires thorough computation. The standard form of attack on
Bitcoin, as previously mentioned, is the 51% attack. Inducements from the PoW expressly support
centralism as the distribution of mining pool endorsement. Several drawbacks, such as higher
latency, lower TX rate, and higher power consumption, make the PoW unacceptable for vari-
ous applications, particularly energy-constrained applications. Several researchers have proposed
numerous endeavors to change the PoW.

Figure 5: Some of the prominent consensus mechanisms used in the blockchain networks

3.2.2 Proof of Service (PoS)
The PoS algorithm is a notable alternate strategy to the PoW consensus mechanism in

a blockchain network. The PoS framework executes the algorithm since the node with more
compensation is concerned with the chain’s presence and the blockchain network’s speci�c activity,
thereby establishing an additional �tting solution for network security. The fundamental motiva-
tion behind utilizing a PoS technique is to move forthcoming external costs into the network’s
inwardness. One of the PoS consensus technique issues is the absence of chances for miners to
establish themselves. It empowers the redesign of the current consensus initiatives. Examples of
the blockchains utilizing this sort of consensus are PeerCoin [31] and Ethereum. One of the
blockchain network, Bitshare [32] uses the PoS variant known as DPoS delegates. In the DPoS,
different observers access TX marks and timestamps in the blockchain network. The client is
compensated each time a block is effectively added to the blockchain. Af�rmation of the TXs is
made more accessible by permitting users to set the blocks’ latency and size.
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3.2.3 Leased Proof of Stake (LPoS)
In the LPoS [33], a client can rent assets to different clients to be trusted and selected to

make new establishments. This technique expands the number of selectable individuals in the
organization, diminishing the risk of a speci�c group of users limiting the blockchain network.
In such a consensus mechanism, all the participating users divide their incentives relatively. The
Waves-blockchain [33] is one example of LPoS consensus protocols.

3.2.4 Proof of Burn (PoB)
Another type of blockchain consensus is PoB [34], which proposes consuming coins to

construct a new block in the chain. The PoB is similar to a PoW consensus mechanism, that
is, hard to evaluate and simple to check. However, it has higher energy consumption [34]. It
also incorporates strategic suggestions that can add to a better environment. In this consensus
mechanism, clients consume their coins so they can mine blocks onto the blockchain. A PoB
moves the cost of the consumer onto the miner. As clients are focused on consuming their coins
in the blockchain network to gain more advantages from mining, PoB supports a task’s long-term
consumer interest. A high percentage of long-term users of a blockchain network will ultimately
in�uence such coins’ price stability. One of the problems facing the PoB is that there is a lot of
resource wastage and that much of the mining capacity belongs to those miners who consume
more coins. Slimcoin [35] makes use of PoB as the consensus network protocol.

3.2.5 Proof of Importance (PoI)
The PoI [36] links a signi�cant rate for building a stable interface for each user’s blockchain

network. The likelihood that the consumer will be chosen to create a block depends on this
signi�cance limit. The estimation of this critical rate often considers the sum of the coins used and
the number of positive TXs. This consensus system determines all the eligible users to add a block
to a blockchain network through harvesting. The user that inserts a block into the blockchain
network earns the block-relevant transaction fees. The higher the signi�cant factor is, the higher
the probability that a customer will be picked to collect the blocks. The PoI protocol is a user-
based support network where users can deposit their coins and transfer them across the network.
It is a non-PoS algorithm that is known to help collectors. This consensus protocol was applied
to the blockchain networks by NEM [36].

3.2.6 Proof of Activity (PoA)
A new version of the PoW and the PoS protocol for cryptocurrencies called proof of activity

(PoA) has been introduced in [37]. A PoA consensus mechanism indicates reasonable protection
against potential realistic attacks on a blockchain network, which has somewhat limited storage
connectivity repercussions. In a PoA, the conventional PoW algorithm uses block mining con-
tinues, with miners competing to be the �rst to crack a puzzle and seeking their rewards [37].
The only distinction is that the successfully mined blocks do not enclose TXs. Instead, they
are merely templates that include header and reward address information. After practical mining
of this virtually blank block, the PoA nodes use the PoS protocol. The header information is
used to select a random group of validators to sign the blockchain block. If some or more of
the chosen validators remain unsigned after a given amount of time, the nodes discard a block
as incomplete. The PoA consensus protocol was criticized, yet a single block of mining always
requires a lot of expense. A double signing of the block by a single miner is still a challenge for
a PoA algorithm [37]. The Espers cryptocurrency [38] uses the PoA form of consensus.
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3.2.7 Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET)
An Intel-developed blockchain network known as the PoET consensus system was imple-

mented by Intel SawtoothLake (also known as IntelLedger) [30]. The PoET was designed to run in
a time execution environment (TEE), such as the Device Protection Extension SGX for Intel [39].
The PoET uses a random leader election model (also known as a lottery-based electoral model),
where the protocol chooses the next member randomly to �nalize the sequence. Later, it deals with
the untrusted and open-ended users of the consensus algorithm. In this consensus method, both
miners can run the TEE using Intel SGX to request a wait time from the TEE code. The leader is
the miner with the shortest remaining time. A certi�ed miner claiming to be the block formation
leader can also produce veri�able proof created by all other users using the TEE. This compromise
method has the downside of being based on expensive high-performance computing hardware.

3.2.8 Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT)
Hyperledger-Fabric [23] is a famous blockchain that offers a scalable framework with a con-

sensus plug-in mechanism. Hyperledger-Fabric supports PBFT, which executes non-deterministic
blockchain codes. The PBFT was introduced in [40,41] as the �rst practical solution for Byzantine
weaknesses. A PBFT uses the concept of a replicated state computer and replica voting for block
validation. It has several optimization functions, such as validating and encrypting TXs between
replicas and users. The scale and number of TXs the system would face in practical terms with
Byzantine faults. A representation of 3f +1 is needed to tolerate f nodes that fail, according to the
PBFT consensus mechanism. In this phase, the overhead on the output of the repeated resource
is reduced. However, the overhead TXs substantially rise as the number of replicas increases [42].
A comprehensive study on creating consensus structures for different blockchain networks was
carried out. Nevertheless, there is a shortfall of work seeking to use these two tools to protect
IoT privacy, especially for HIoT applications.

4 Related Research Overview

Researchers from universities and industries have recently published several research works
on blockchain-based IoT innovation [5–10,43]. This theoretical framework either focuses on the
blockchain network’s general uses in the IoT or only examines specialized viewpoints on comput-
erized digital currency forms. Their studies lack insight into the blockchain network’s problems
with IoT privacy protection. Franken�eld [34] provide issues from the cryptocurrency’s viewpoint,
such as a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack, 51% attack, data elasticity, veri�cation, and
ease of use. In [44], the authors performed an in-depth study of blockchain technology and its
impacts on the developments. This work further highlights Bitcoin’s issues and call for a focus on
the future applications of decentralized networks. However, this study addresses the IoT as a short
subcategory in the long list of blockchain technologies’ potential use cases. In [45], the authors
address numerous blockchain versions, such as Ethereum [46], Ripple [47], and Gridcoin [48],
and detail some of the core blockchain-based solutions. However, they do not consider the
issues around blockchain networks and IoT amalgamation in their study. The authors of [49]
propose a lightweight blockchain protocol for IoT implementations in smart home applications.
Their theoretical work includes preventing intensive computing, TX validation delay, and the
Bitcoin network’s blockchain scalability. Conoscenti et al. [50] suggest one use case for blockchain
and IoT convergence, which uses SC blockchains to customize and control IoT devices. Their
proposed architecture is designed to resolve security and synchronization concerns within an IoT
client-server network. All the connected IoT devices in their proposed solution are vulnerable
to security attacks if the server is malicious. In [48], the authors proposed Ethereum SCs as a
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secure open framework for IoT applications to take advantage of the blockchain networks. Pham
et al. [51] performed a comprehensive literature review of the blockchain implementations outside
cryptocurrencies and discussed their integration with IoT-based performance. Several systems have
proposed different ways of integrating the blockchain networks on privacy sites to accommodate
IoT applications. However, most architectures need many computing rounds to protect privacy
and end up with massive energy usage and high device costs. Our proposed architectures increase
the system’s ef�ciency to suit an essential IoT function such as the HIoT.

Table 3: Summary of related research works

Reference Framework Summary

Yli-Huumo et al. [43] Bitcoin DDoS attacks, 51% attack, data pliability,
authentication

Buterin [45] Smart contracts Next-generation smart contracts and
decentralized framework

Dorri et al. [48] Blockchain Challenges and solutions for
blockchain-based IoT applications

Huh et al. [49] Blockchain Managing IoT devices using blockchain
framework

Conoscenti et al. [50] Systematic framework Review of blockchain-based frameworks for
IoT applications

Pham et al. [51] Smart contracts A smart contract-based secure system for the
HIoT

Chakraborty et al. [52] Centralized framework A centralized e-healthcare system involving
healthcare providers, healthcare facilities
(hospitals and clinics), doctors, and patients

Talukder et al. [53] Consensus: proof of disease A consensus mechanism for medical
decisions

Abdullah et al. [54] eHealth framework Ethereum to address requirements for critical
healthcare services: participatory, customized,
accurate, predictive, proactive, and preventive

Kuo et al. [55] Distributed Ledger framework Saddled conditions of patient health through
the integration of blockchain and the IoT
into a healthcare system

Badr et al. [56] IoT-HER framework A general blockchain framework for use in
future biomedical and eHealth services

Yu et al. [57] IoTChain framework Proposal of the multilayered
pseudonym-based encryption (PBE)
de�nition, allowing a user to access, verify,
and update health-related information on a
multilayered IoT

Rahman et al. [58] Spatial blockchain-based
framework

Proposed an IoT-based blockchain-assisted
mobile platform for dyslexia healthcare

Salahuddin et al. [59] Softwarization framework A softwarized blockchain-IoT platform for
e-healthcare services with improved
adaptability, cost viability, and stability
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Chakraborty et al. [52] suggested a centralized e-healthcare system that involves healthcare
providers, healthcare facilities (hospitals and clinics), doctors, and patients. In their proposed
solution, numerous sensors collect health-related information from patients in real-time and use
the Ethereum SC model to store information in the blockchain, known as TESTRPC. However,
health-related information requires absolute protection and privacy; thus, the authors of [53]
propose moderating this problem. Recently, Ethereum has been used to address high-pro�le
online healthcare services; participatory, customized, accurate, predictive, proactive, and preven-
tive [54] features. Kuo et al. [55] explored patient health’s loaded conditions by integrating a
blockchain network and the IoT into a healthcare system. A general blockchain framework was
used to provide future biomedical and eHealth services. Badr et al. [56] propose the multilayered
pseudonym-based encryption (PBE), allowing a user to access, verify, and update health-related
information on a multilayered IoT. Yu et al. [57] propose a framework called IoTChain to provide
healthcare and information to patients with blockchain and IoT technology’s assistance. In [58],
authors propose an IoT-based blockchain-assisted mobile platform for dyslexia healthcare in which
dyslexic patients and their caregivers use, store, and access dyslexic design in a multimodal data
allocation method. Salahuddin et al. [59], on the other hand, propose a softwarized blockchain-
IoT platform for e-healthcare services with improved adaptability, cost viability, and stability.
For this purpose, the authors of [60] developed an IoT-based patient-centric agent to encourage
end-to-end services using a blockchain for consistent patient observations.

The related research work explored a few signi�cant research issues and challenges in the
HIoT integration of the existing IoT-blockchain, which should be understood and used effectively
to harness the BaaU for the HIoT. Tab. 3 summarizes the key contributions of the authors from
the related research works. We note a shortage of research studies that address the importance
of using a blockchain network for the next-generation HIoT. In such a scenario, there is no
discussion of the blockchain consensus mechanisms. Methodological use cases for the IoT-enabled
blockchain for the HIoT have also not been discussed. In this article, we propose two solutions
for the next-generation HIoT that uses BaaU.

5 Blockchain-as-a-Utility (BaaU) Model for Privacy Preservation in the HIoT

In this paper, we outline a BaaU model for the protection of privacy within the HIoT systems.
We suggest two circumstances in which the blockchain networks can be used to ensure HIoT
trustworthiness (as shown in Fig. 6). The �rst recommendation indicates that a healthcare provider
in the HIoT integrates IoT sensors, such as body sensors, to receive and transmit information
and interfaces it to a blockchain network on these devices. The blockchain network now gives the
linked HIoT devices the capacity to exchange data, process orders, and complete TXs. Thus, the
blockchain network’s privacy protection capability mitigates the security assaults, as the attacker
uses trustless indirect access to target the network [52]. The sensor devices directly send their
information to the central gateway, which provides adequate energy and memory resources. The
blockchain network is updated at the edge device in this scenario, which keeps records of all
the sensor devices that join the network and are approved for sending and receiving information.
Thus, the blockchain networks may detect a malicious attack to mimic a system that has been
approved. All sensor devices also track the information they send and update the data accordingly.
Since the gateway keeps track of the amount of data sent and received from the devices, it
can easily distinguish data anomalies and restrict the problem’s source. Additionally, the cloud
maintains a more extensive blockchain network, which executes similar standards to improve the
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framework’s �exibility. Therefore, the collected information is optimized using big data analysis.
The Blockchain traf�c �ow analysis at the gateway helps to identify security threats in real-time.

Figure 6: Proposed blockchain-as-a-utility (BaaU) model scenarios for privacy preservation in the
healthcare IoT (HIoT) infrastructures

This paper’s second proposed scenario suggests implementing SCs (such as Ethereum) to
automate and control the HIoT services subscribed by the trusted devices/nodes. The Ethereum,
as discussed earlier, is a worldwide, open-source blockchain SC for decentralized IoT systems
that gives the ability to compose code that controls digital data, runs exactly as it is customized,
and can be accessed over the Internet. The rationale for the proposed solution is that using an
Ethereum for security preservation issues in the HIoT frameworks will provide a consistent and
stable exchange of the TXs between associated devices, similar to how it works blockchain-based
digital cryptocurrencies [9]. The facilities provided by the customer are governed by the terms
and conditions of the SC. If there are any violations of the terms and conditions, counterac-
tive measures can be automatically carried out. Our proposed BaaU framework uses a private
blockchain. It is possible to base the consensus process on the PoS for such applications with
extended facilities like proof of healthcare stack (PoHS) or proof of medical stack (PoMS) [61].
In this consensus mechanism, device stakeholders who de�ne their initial tokens, depending on
the quantity of healthcare data they contribute, are the SCs. The tokens can then be dynamically
updated based on their behavior (willingness to verify transactions) [62]. By implementing high
sanctions, malicious actions will be tackled. Suppose a breach of the HIoT safety and dignity can
speci�cally affect patients’ health or have legal and legislative implications. In that case, the autho-
rization for misuse of voting power can be effect-related, for example, depending on the tokens
retained and the potential effects of the violation in the worst case. It is important to note that
authorizations can be represented in multiple ways; economic or reputational. The reputational
might mean that the device’s voting power (impact) is halved (and equally compensated for good
conduct over time) for each breach.
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6 Conclusion

The HIoT consists of a multi-sensor system that periodically tracks the physio-synthetic
information provided by the body’s physiological reactions. A massive amount of health-related
information is transmitted to the cloud continues to analyze further and treat patients. The
information shared is susceptible and vital, requiring immunity to unauthorized alterations. The
blockchain networks have recently emerged as a critical technology that transforms the way we
exchange information. This technology has exhibited promising application scenarios, such as
protected digital currencies. As a technical development, the blockchain network has the drastic
potential to transform many industries, and a HIoT could be one of the next generations of such
applications. There have been various studies on the convergence of the blockchain networks and
the IoT; however, these lack a formal structure for using blockchain-as-a-utility (BaaU) for HIoT
privacy and security systems. In this paper, we overview the blockchain networks in the HIoT
applications for privacy preservation. Besides, we suggest using blockchain’s decentralized and
robust capabilities as a utility (BaaU) in a system to mitigate these protection and privacy issues
for the HIoT applications. Our proposed architecture proposes two BaaU scenarios to execute the
blockchain in the HIoT for security and privacy conservation. The �rst recommendation suggests
that a healthcare service provider integrates IoT sensors such as body sensors to transmit infor-
mation to a blockchain network on the IoT devices. The second proposed scenario recommends
implementing smart contracts, such as Ethereum, to automate and control the HIoT services.
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